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TrayURL is a portable bookmark manager that can be used on the go to quickly access
your favorite websites. It all happens in the System Tray, with an icon that provides

access to the saved websites, but also to the settings screen. Although it doesn’t offer
browser integration or at least an importing tool to easily insert new bookmarks, adding a
new website to the database is as easy as pie. Just pick a category, enter a description,
provide a URL and you’re ready to go. If your website needs authentication, that’s not a

problem at all, as TrayURL provides separate fields for username and passwords too.
Categories can be managed from the “URL Settings” screen and you are allowed to add,
edit or delete categories, but also to add, edit, delete, copy and move entries from one

category to another. More settings are however available in a dedicated screen and this is
the only place where you can configure the default browser, but also menu size limits. The

latter option gives you the option to limit menus to a defined number of categories and
URL entries, and this is quite an important feature given the fact that it all comes down to
a System Tray menu. As you can see, TrayURL lacks many important features, although
we all agree that a portable bookmark manager can come in very handy to many users

out there. So, as a conclusion, it’s worth mentioning that TrayURL clearly does its job, but
we have to admit that future improvements are still needed. Browser integration and

maybe some bookmark importing features could come in very handy. Finally, we have to
note that TrayURL is an open-source project and you can easily compile the latest version
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of the application and read its source code on GitHub. The best thing is that it should be
easy to add features to TrayURL using user contributions and one can hope that it won’t
be long before TrayURL offers more functionalities than the ones it already provides. The
best thing is that it should be easy to add features to TrayURL using user contributions

and one can hope that it won’t be long before TrayURL offers more functionalities than the
ones it already provides. Comment of the day I'm thrilled to show off some cool stuff I've
been working on. It's basically an extension of what I have up there, but it's a bit more

TrayURL Crack + Torrent (Activation Code)

Features: Fully customizable. Supports all browsers. Supports site passwords. Supports all
levels of authentication. Support for Windows 7, XP and Vista. Supports for Windows 8.

Supports for Windows 10. Supports also mobile devices. Supports for all versions of
Internet Explorer. Supports cookies. Supports for the Internet Explorer incognito mode.

Supports bookmark manager. Supports search engine. Supports file-based bookmark and
auto-bookmark. Supports Google, Yahoo and Bing. Supports SSL/TLS protocol. Supports
both https and http. Supports local files. Supports multiple categories. Supports remote

files. Supports search. Supports search strings. Supports URL filtering. Supports single and
multiple columns. Supports text columns. Supports bookmark folders. Supports

URL/Bookmark URL filters. Supports personal settings. Supports user/password settings.
Supports for Windows 2000 to Windows 7. Supports compact view. Supports thumbnail
view. Supports tabbed view. Supports double-click view. Supports smart tags. Supports
“Pin” option. Supports “Do Not Show” option. Supports “Do Not Move” option. Supports

“Do Not Show” and “Do Not Move” modes. Supports “color” option. Supports “font”
option. Supports “background” option. Supports “icon” option. Supports “copyright”
option. Supports “delete” option. Supports “clear” option. Supports “change” option.

Supports “copy” option. Supports “move” option. Supports “link” option. Supports
“exclude” option. Supports “excluded” option. Supports “password” option. Supp
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TrayURL is a portable bookmark manager that can be used on the go to quickly access
your favorite websites. It all happens in the System Tray, with an icon that provides
access to the saved websites, but also to the settings screen. Although it doesn’t offer
browser integration or at least an importing tool to easily insert new bookmarks, adding a
new website to the database is as easy as pie. Just pick a category, enter a description,
provide a URL and you’re ready to go. If your website needs authentication, that’s not a
problem at all, as TrayURL provides separate fields for username and passwords too.
Categories can be managed from the “URL Settings” screen and you are allowed to add,
edit or delete categories, but also to add, edit, delete, copy and move entries from one
category to another. More settings are however available in a dedicated screen and this is
the only place where you can configure the default browser, but also menu size limits. The
latter option gives you the option to limit menus to a defined number of categories and
URL entries, and this is quite an important feature given the fact that it all comes down to
a System Tray menu. As you can see, TrayURL lacks many important features, although
we all agree that a portable bookmark manager can come in very handy to many users
out there. So, as a conclusion, it’s worth mentioning that TrayURL clearly does its job, but
we have to admit that future improvements are still needed. Browser integration and
maybe some bookmark importing features could come in very handy. TrayURL Publisher’s
Comments: TrayURL is a portable browser that can be used on the go to quickly access
your favorite websites. Thousands of software programs can run on Windows. However,
not all are as attractive, user friendly, or easy to use as we'd like. Here we offer a roundup
of only the best applications that we've worked on and know to be reliable and useful.
These applications will help you get more out of your Windows experience. Whether
you're looking for software for use at work, at school, or at home, you'll find something
here that meets your needs. ... example of one page a week, which if you wish, can be
downloaded to your desktop, printed and viewed at your convenience. Easily view and
navigate through the latest posts, selecting entries you wish to read. Some

What's New in the TrayURL?

TrayURL is a small desktop application designed to save Web sites, favorites, or whatever
you want. By double-clicking on the TrayURL icon, it opens with one main menu,
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displaying all of your bookmarks or all of your favorites. The TrayURL menu has three
additional options: "Settings", "Help", and "Exit". By default TrayURL will open Settings. To
change the TrayURL settings, click on the Settings option. In Settings, there are two
options which control the TrayURL settings: "Default Browser" - In Settings -> Default
Browser, you can specify which browser TrayURL should use to open URLs. "Folder Type" -
In Settings -> Folder Type, you can specify which type of folders you would like TrayURL
to use (either Favorites, Bookmarks, or whatever else). TrayURL Download: TrayURL is a
small desktop application designed to save Web sites, favorites, or whatever you want. By
double-clicking on the TrayURL icon, it opens with one main menu, displaying all of your
bookmarks or all of your favorites. The TrayURL menu has three additional options:
"Settings", "Help", and "Exit". By default TrayURL will open Settings. To change the
TrayURL settings, click on the Settings option. In Settings, there are two options which
control the TrayURL settings: "Default Browser" - In Settings -> Default Browser, you can
specify which browser TrayURL should use to open URLs. "Folder Type" - In Settings ->
Folder Type, you can specify which type of folders you would like TrayURL to use (either
Favorites, Bookmarks, or whatever else). TrayURL Download: TrayURL is a small desktop
application designed to save Web sites, favorites, or whatever you want. By double-
clicking on the TrayURL icon, it opens with one main menu, displaying all of your
bookmarks or all of your favorites. The TrayURL menu has three additional options:
"Settings", "Help", and "Exit". By default TrayURL will open Settings. To change the
TrayURL settings, click on the Settings option. In Settings, there are two options which
control the TrayURL settings: "Default Browser" - In Settings -> Default Browser, you can
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